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Moving house
The nooks and crannies forming
The insides of rooms we occupy
cement themselves over time
You recall when the walls shrank on days 
when the world looked unfamiliar
And swelled up again to welcome in  

extended family and friends

The smallest shift almost recreates an entire 
room

Stripping the walls bare of posters and lamps
That once posed in poised positions,  

decorating dark corners with vibrant hues
Removing furniture that exposes chipped  

paint behind the bed frame
The forgotten packet of sweets that was long 

hidden away
Until all that is left is a room that used to  

hold things
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Some homes take longer than others to pack up
Depending on how long you’ve stayed there
A house can be a dear friend who knows all of 

your secrets
Who even after years apart from
Their old familiar quirks that made you smile
Remain as a memory you bind around your neck

When it’s time to move
With parts of you crammed into cardboard boxes 
bound for new destinations
Always welcome the road ahead with open arms
It will return its embrace 
The new place will not be the same and  

neither will you.
Thembe Mvula



Activities: 
SMALL GROUP TASK
In small groups of 4-5 people, spend 5 minutes sharing responses 
with each other to the following questions:
• Who has moved house, travelled somewhere new or moved to 

a new school?
• Where did you go?
• How did the change of location feel?  Were you happy or sad 

about your new home?
• Where is your favourite place?

CLASSROOM TASK
Poetry uses a range of different language techniques to create a 
deeper impression to the reader and to make it more powerful. 
Techniques used in this poem include personification, metaphor 
and simile. 
• Ask for volunteers to identify personification, metaphor and 

simile in the text. Can they define these terms?
• Ask the class what metaphor means and if they can find it in 

the text
• Ask the class what simile means and if they can find it in the 

text
• Could you use one or more of these poetry techniques in a 

short poem entitled “Home is…”

 
INDIVIDUAL TASK
Moving to a new place can be a big and scary change. Think 
about a time when you have moved house, or into a new 
classroom or set. Think about the following questions:
• How did moving to a new environment make you feel?
• How did you deal with the change?
• What did you miss about the old place?
• What did you look forward to about the new place?
• Think back to our question earlier about your favourite place 

and note down some of its characteristics.
Write a poem about going somewhere new. Here are some things 
to think about:
• What did the place look, smell, feel and sound like?
• Were you excited or nervous about the change and what 

language can you use to describe your feelings?
• What images can you compare the old or new place to?

Find even more information and inspiration 
www.nationalpoetryday.org


